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I 
I NrrRODUCTION 
A. Preface. 
"If we say ' "e live not i n the age of Art or songt, it is 
equivalent to saying that God comes no lon~:.er to visit us. For 
Art and song are to man as the voice of God heard in the cool 
1 
of the day." 
It has always been so. 
Art and religion have been in close kinship since the ear• 
l iest times, and the searchings and convictions or religionhave 
continually found expression i n the forms of art. 
e recall the crude drawings that decorate the walls of 
ancient caves, the tombs and r uined palace-shrines of Egypt;the 
temples of Greece. We remember t he stimulating power and plain 
nobility of the catacomb paintings, expressive of the costly 
faith of t he early Christian Church. We remember how, when per-
sectttion 'as past, Christian art burst into the light and en-
hanced the walls, altars, vaulting, even the ceiling of magni-
f icent cathedrals. 
The free expression of religious emotion was hindered, 
some hat, as the priests and councils of the Church grew in 
po er and reg11lated the t hemes and treatment of religious art. 
Thanks, however, to the devoted labors of the cloistered Orders, 
1 
Bayliss, Sir yke. Five Great Painters of ~ Victorian 
~ P• 97. 
2. 
whose brothers worked ' ith an other-worldly consecration over 
their precious frescoes and illuminated script, art lived, and 
inistered in the name of religion. 
The painters or the thir.t eenth and fourteenth centuries 
enjoyed a freedom for the expression of religious emotion such 
as the earl~ workers in the catacombs, and t h e artists ho 
painted in the stereotyped period of the early Church never 
knew. From the hands and hearts of the paint ers of Italy dur-
ing the middle ages, we have , therefore, expressions or an al-
most entirely religious nature. 
Even today Giotto•s pictures fro the life of Christ and 
Fra Angelico's beaut .iful frescoes on the ancient monastery 
alls , speak in a spirit or reverence and power. The greatest 
orks of Da Vinci and ichelangelo were painted al ost entire-
l y f or religious purposes. 
As art grew in persuasive power it as used by the Church 
to spread its dogmas, to recall the back-slider,. and to in-
spire t he faithful. Consequently, upon almost ever, canvas or 
that period one can see angels , t he halo, t he hand or eye or 
God, representative of t he dogmas of the divinity of Christ, 
the Holy Spirit, the pervading presence of God .• 
Art became the emblem or religion. 
ith the advent or the nineteenth century, en began to 
reel t hat art was not to be expressive or dogma merely, but or 
spirit. Religion in art was to create and foster life. 
From among the great host of painters who have striven to 
represent in color and design the· values of the life of the 
spirit in faith, and hope, and love, e have selected for this 
paper George Frederick atts. 
3. 
atts, says 'illiam Knight, did "more than any other nine-
teenth century artist to rofute the maxim that Art has nothing 
to do ith orality, or that the Beautiful and the Good ·are 
disparate, because he proved the opposite by his own practice. 
"'Art for Art•s sake alone• was to him an artistic heresy 
of the first agnitude. But the mere presence of a truth be-
hind the form and colour .of a picture was not enough. No one 
realized more fully, or proved better than he d1.d, that the 
media through which artistic truth is presented or conveyed 
must be as perfect as technical processes can ake t hem; but he 
also sa and taught, that t hey must express what they cannot 
delineate and t hat they must suggest what they are unable to 
2 
disclose." 
l e shall consider the works of George Frederick atts, 
more particularly his religious and allegorical paintings. e 
shall study first the suggested crlt'eria upon which some criti-
cal judgment of the art of Watts may be based. e shall s.tudy 
then t he place of George Frederick atts in the artistic life 
of area t Br1 t ·a1n 1n h is day, and note his major achieve ents 
2 
Kni ght, illiam. Nineteenth Century Artists, English ~ 
French. P• 133. 
4. 
as sculptor, portrait painter, and symbolic painter. e shall 
t hen analyze his major allegorical paintings and attempt to de-
duce from them the philosophy of life which dominated him and 
which he so nobly attempted to express. 
B. Criteria for ~ Judgment of !. Picture ~ _!!! 
Power ~ Personality 
A picture, we are told by art critics, must snand or fall 
as a painting and as nothing else. 
It ay deal ith this subject of history or religion or 
thought; it may be a patch of landscape or green sea; it may be 
a bit of architecture or a dress; it may be anything the artist 
chooses to depict. To the critics, however, the thought, or 
doctrine, or emotion, or subject or the picture is generally 
negligible; the picture as an artistic painting is all that 
atters; by its appeal as a painting it stands or falls. 
Of recent years there has been a cry of "Art for Art's sake" 
that is to say, Art for the sake of its form, its color, its 
workmanship, but not f'or its thought or subject,-- and many 
artists have supported the dogma hole-heartedly. To be sure, 
t heir contentions are right enough in emphasizing the import-
ance of the decorative, for form and color do make art. e may, 
ho ever, question "the assumption that there is no other form 
of art,and that the subject and what art may mean to us are 
3 
matters of no importance." 
3 
Van Dye, John C. The Meaning £! Pictures, p.l40. 
e have all seen different kinds of paintings that are pro-
duced by painters who think and paint in a different way. 
4 
"Art is in the look"• says Whistler. 
5 
"No. it is in the thought", says illet. 
Vibert, in his pictures, seems to believe it is the sub-
ject that counts. 
One thing that we must remember is that the vast majority 
of people ho are looking at pictures are interested chiefly in 
t h e subject . Every pictures illustrates, represents, or express-
es some fact, thought, or feeling. However shadowy the trees of 
t he no-subject artist, however vague and ghost-like the figures 
of a symphonist in paint, we see and recognize trees and fig-
urea. 
r. istler, speaking for painting, says, on the other 
hand, "As music is the poetry of sound, so is painting the po-
etry of sight, and the subject-matter has nothing to do ith 
t he harmony of sound and color. Art should stand alone and ap-
peal to the artistic sense of eye and ear ithout confounding 
t his ith e otions entirely foreign to it, as devotion, pity, 
6 
love, ,patr otism, ate . " • 
Even one devoted to the idea of "Art for Art•s sake" 
mi ght wonder why r . Whistler should .fight about "devotion, 
4 5, 
Ibid., P• 141. 
6 
Ibid., P• 144. 
pity, love, and patriotism" in pictures. 
Are the altar-pieces of the early Italians the worse for 
being filled ith true "devotion"? 
6. 
Is the splendid family group kneeling in the altar-piece 
of the Pesaro family, by Titian, mar red because of its sugges-
tion of "devotion"? 
Does the presence of "patriotism11 in Velasquez's surrender 
at Breda spoil the painting for us? 
Is Rembrandt 's i ght watch harmed by the same suggestive 
s pirit? 
No, emotion and .id.eas lie behind and within the "poetry 
of sight" as ell as in the "poetry of sound"• Even must~ ap-
peals to something more than the ear. It suggests a feeling, 
an association. If it be true that it has no idea or sentiment, 
why do we grow sad over Siegfried's Death !arch? y do we be-
come emotional or sentimental or romantic over a symphony or 
Beethoven or the chamber music of Mozart or Haydn? 
erhaps what the modern critics of art mean to s.ay is that 
in modern painting there has been too much insistence upon the 
theme, the subject, the story told, and the artistic qualities 
of form and color are relatively i nored . 
This may be true of modern painting . Considering the sub-
ject broadly, however, why are not both thought and the art-
istic qualities incident upon its expression of equal import-
ance in an art product? 
7. 
If we were to do away with all pictlll'es t hat have an ex-
pr e ssive meaning e should do away with almost all t he art or 
t h e past& surely all descriptive art would have to go. And 
would ·e have to cast out the grea t church art of Italy because 
it illustrates t he Biblical narr atives? ith out doubt t he re-
ligious art or Italy is t he most complete expr ession of paint-
ing we have ever known,-- t he most perfect in decorative charm 
and in expressive meaning. What i f i t did teach t he Bible to 
those ho could not read? Did it not adorn the interior of 
churches a s well, and satisfy t he modern requirements of paint-
ing by its beauty of form and color? 
It i s true that the pictures live more by their excellence 
of form and color t han by t heir subjects, bu t it is also true 
t hat the old master painters found no great hardship in having 
to paint designated themes. 
,hat t hen shall be our final judgment of a work of art? 
According to van Dyke, t he sum of t he whole is gr eater 
t han any of its parts, and truth to nature, individuality, im-
agination, pictorial poetry, decor ative beauty, subject, 
all t he elements,-- go into t he making of \ hat is called 
7 
"great art" • 
Titian, Reubens, and Velasquez scorned none of t hese ele-
menta, nor should we. 
7 
I bid., P• 161. 
a. 
any artists actually do something more than merely paint 
pictures. 
The early Florentines and Umbi'ians were dominated by the 
faith and doctrines of the Chui'ch of their day. 
The Venetians wer e controlled by the splendor and magnifi-
cence hich an expanding commercial life brought to them. 
The Flemish painters took deli ght in t he color and tex-
ture of gar ents, and the architecturesof their day. 
Historical and literary painters, many of t hem, f ound 
their inspirations in the events of history and the themes of 
high literature, e. g., r.fillais,. Madox Brown, and others. 
It auld seem, then, that no estimate of painting could be 
entirely complete t hat dealt merely with the technique or the 
artist as a painter and left out of account the source of the 
artist's inspira tion, the nobility or inferiority of his chosen 
t heme, and t he adequacy or inadequacy ith ·hich he embodied 
h is purpose • 
toreover, it must not be f orgotten t ha t religion in the 
earlier periods of history has been both the inspirer and the 
fostering other of great forms of art, and up to the pr esent 
day cont i nues to incite men of spiritual temperament to artis-
tic eff orts in the endeavor to catch anew and express in fresh 
forms of power and delight t he inspirations and commanding 
lur es of the life of faith. 
Besides all this, whether the stricter art critics like 
9. 
it or not, human beings actually do find stimulations to thought 
and faith and nobler living in or t hrough their contemplation 
of religious art, and present-day churches and other religious 
organizations are finding the pedagogical use of religious 
paintings exceedingly powerful in the stimulation and nurture 
of the spiritual type of life. 
There is an art that preaches in a more subtle way than a 
sermon. For the deeps of life, art, as expressed in a pic~ure, 
is an influence. A little child is afrected by a picture. A 
youth is helped to high or base thoughts, dependent upon the 
kind of picture hich comes before him. an in the fulness of 
maturity and mental strength is stirred by what he sees. 
The reason art has such power to mold and influence is 
found in the skill of the artist's hand and the spiritual 
depths h ich lie behind and control the bodying forth of the 
concept so that others feel his thought and his emotion. 
The artist is a creator, and he orks not only in pigment 
but in personality. 
e are quieted at sight of Millet's "Angelus". 
~e are drawn up to fulness of stature when Abbey's "Quest 
of t he Holy Grail" commands our attention. 
The massive power of ichelangelo's edici Tombs, the 
strength of his "Creation", the wholesome nobility of Giotto, 
and the quiet dignity and reverent beauty of Fra Angelico 's 
"Annunciation", touch our spirits . 
More than we may realize and beyond the possibility or 
doubt, a picture is a lire influence. It makes a lasting 1m-
pression on thought. 
10. 
Consider, for example, nat happens in our experience when 
mention is made of a Biblical char ac t er. A picture comes before 
us. Visual impressions come first of all. 
Not only do visual impressions came first, they remain 
longest. This permanence of visual impression is due ·in part 
to the fact that a picture represents some phase of life eon-
eretely. ile may read long paragraphs of description, such as 
the opening passages of ilton•s "L'Allegro", and conjure up 
by words an English morning . VI e look at a canvas by corot, how-
ever, and the morn is upon us at once,-- entire, beautiful. 
It is true that to get the full meaning of a picture one 
must spend more time than is required to ge t the meaning of a 
printed paragraph. Once we get a picture's complete signifi-
cance, however, e have it ith us always. It remains, for we 
have ~orked for it. 
carl H. p. Thurs ton has said: "The greatest painters will 
al1: ays paint their greatest pictures for those who d.ream them-
a 
selves into them to unfathomable depths." 
Then, too, t he power a picture has over personality is 
strengthened by the picture~ temporal and spatial unity. 
8 
Thurston, Carl H. P. !!'!l!! ~ at 'Pictures, p. 67,/ 
11. 
In a picture an event is presented to our eyes at once and en-
tire • . oreover, the language of a picture,-- its composition, 
balance, line, psychologica l focus, chiaroscuro, and color,--
strengthens the effect of a picture upon an individual, and 
directs t ha t effect toward pleasantness or unpleasantness. 
Given a picture well composed, balanced, focused, and you have 
an i mpression of coherence, stability, and power, which works 
persuasively in the personality. If the language is inadequate 
or faulty, the ef fect is proportionately weakened. 
A picture, then, affects personality. 
Inasmuch as personality is complex, so is a picture, and 
appeals chiefly to three i mportant aspects of the individual: 
t e intellectual, the emotional and t he volitional. 
Professor Albert E· Bailey describes the true artist as 
"a visualizer, intellectual interpreter, emotlonalizer, reveal-
9 
er of spiritual values, and ideal builder". 
It is to the arti.st as "visualizer" and "intellectual in-
terpreter" that e turn first. 
10 
A real artist "sees into t he meaning of experience". 
He sees hat makes character and interprets for us, so 
that e may understand t hrough him. The individual, looking at 
the pictured feeling or thought of the artist, enters into that 
9 
Bailey, A. E· ~Use of!£!~ Religious Education,Ch.II. 
10 
Ibid. , p. 28 • 
12. 
feeling or thought, and is intellectually t he richer for the 
influence of the other mind on his . 
The true artist is also an "emotionalizer" . The artist's 
character as emotionalizer is especially i ·nteresting from the 
standpoint of art and its use in Religious Education, for emo-
tion is a vital factor in religious experience, and has been 
always . 
Emotion works powerfully in directing responses in every-
day life. 
11 
In every-day life, "Reason can guide, but never move us". 
12 
It is t he emotion in life t ha t "Captures people". In 
art, even more immediate and persuasive than the intellectual 
response, is t he emotional. 
The picture's power to call forth an emotional response 
may lie in the technique or in the emotional charaet·er of the 
product of t hat technique. Consider the elements of composi-
tion, -- rhythm of line, firmness of balance, certainty of fo -
cus. The observer senses t he fitness and stability which ob-
servance of these elements on the part of the artist produces. 
There is,also,the psychological ef fect produced by color. 
Recall the romantic mistiness of Corot •s painting, t he tawny 
intensity of Titian's backgrounds, the pulsatlng warmth of the 
reds of t he old masters . 
11 
Buermeyer, Laurence. The Aesthetic Experience, p. 22. 
12 
Bailey, A. E. op . cit., P• 91. 
13. 
Aside ~rom t he technical means of calling up emotional 
res ponse, a picture has the more subtle and very human way of 
appealing to the individual through the emotional character of 
the finished product. One may be deeply stirred by experienc-
ing vicariously the eager yearning of Peter and John as they 
hasten toward the sepulchre in Burnand•s painting. One may 
sense the despairing remorse of Adam and Eve in Massacciots ex-
pulsion from the Garden of Eden. One knows infinite tenderness 
in Giotto•s picture, as Joachi m greets the aged Anna. 
'e know i t to be true that e can live in a picture. 
our emotions as well as our minds can be swayed by hat 
we see. 
The early church saw the great emotional power of art, and 
used all the art they knew in the creation and decoration or 
their places of orship. Even today the Roman catholic Church 
admits art to its services i n the presence of stained glass 
indo s, elaborately carved altars, images, paintings. The 
pr otestant Church long ref used the service o.f art, but today is 
beginning to recall such art as effectively aids its ministry. 
"The service of art is the making of emotion of any sort a per-
manent possession of the race, unchanged by the passage or 
13 
time". Art seems, by these ords, to be the h and-maid of re-
ligion, hose emotions are strongest. The religious valuesof 
art are being recognized once more, and since religion is 
13 
Buermeyer, Laurence. The Aesthetic Experience, p. 47 
14 
"the sense of union with something other than oneselfu such 
14 ·. 
art as helps draw the i ndividual out of self and into the high-
est employeO.. 
Art, as we have seen , has i ntellectual and emotional messages , 
religi ous a nd spiritua l value. As a result, it makes, -- through 
mind and heart , -- a powerful appeal to t he v:Till. This is well, 
for, t h ough a picture stirs us to t he depths yet does not lead 
us to g o and 11 do something ab out it" what real g ood has it 
done? Art should. funct i on i n l ife as a s p1,... t 6 endeavor or a a• 
tivity of some sort. It 1ay be v.re vJi l l be lad to rs _i :r> . Per -
haps we will sym.athize with othern , or g o out to serve . The 
appeal a p i ... t ure ma kes to our wi l l depends up on t he me es age 
of t be piotl~e . Fer ugino 's cal. Cr uoif i ion may lead un to da-
Vr)t ion. Cabanas 1 lli Cr u cified On s may ma1:e us cry O"llt t hat 
war shall not be.. Haecker 'a ethereal Anmmoiation may tell us 
"the beauty of h oliness" and inspire u.s to nobler living. Wha t-
ever message the picture has , it will influence life, whether 
for g ood or evil. 
i!hereas "The potter oan appeal only t o the li.nite d. aes-
15 
thetic p owers with which we have been endowed by nature, 1' t he 
"painter proceeds to endow us anew with his ovm ·infinite l y 
16 
stronger and more sensitive ones. " · The painter,. t hrough his 
14 
Ibid. • Loa. Cit. 
15 and 16 
Thurston. Carl H. :P . VJhy ~ Look ~ Pictures, p . 274 · 
creation, "transforms us • • • • into someth ing immeasurably 
17 
greater than our normal selves." 
True art, then, appeals not only through its technical 
artistry, but also through its effective ideal orth. 
15. 
It is our purpose at this point to turn to the life and 
times of a painter who gave his life to the Ideal, --- George 
Frederick ~atts. 
1'7 
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II 
THE LIFE A!ID TitES OF THE ARTIST 
A· The status of British Art ~ ~ Times of atts. 
George Frederic 
February, 1817. 
atts as born on t he Twenty-third or 
16. 
His rise and artistic career parallel accurately the rise 
and artistic development of the Nineteenth Century, for he was 
born at the start of that great period, end lived until after 
it had ended. He stands, a unique f igure, -- a survival of h is 
age. 
Conditions in England during the Victorian era of 1hich 
we speak were not favorable to the puwsuit of the arts. General-
ly, the age as one of "recreation, or ebbing from t he high 
18 
ater-line reached by Jilkie, Reynolds, ~ulready and aclisse." 
The Pre-Raphaelite Revival, which, abetted by t he great Inter-
national Exhibition, 1851, ga.ve art impetus and direction, hich 
had not taken place, although it was forecast. There were 
19 
painters who were exchanging "pros.aic ideas of art" for more 
ideal conceptions. There as a new return to nature f or ins-
20 
pirat1on, and a giving-up of "old conventional methods". soon 
such men as Millais, Rosetti, Holman Hunt, Burne-Jones, and 
.iadox Brown ere to come, bringing 1 th them grea ter brilliance 
18, 19 and 20 
ac 1llan, Hugh. The Life-Work of George Frederick atta 
lf:-A., P• 5 
17. 
and sensitivity in colour. Ruskin, with his art inter est, was 
calling attention to the detail in the representation of natural 
subjects, over-coming the faulty generalisat i ons of a preceding 
period, and bringing out the worth of individual forms. 
As these changes appeared, atts stood, a herald of the 
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. He ~as a pioneer spirit. His own 
style, to be sure, was quite independent ot any outside influ-
ences. He followed no school. There was, However, in his style 
21 
an element hich as to prepare for a "new er a in British Art". 
In subject-choice, atts differed from the . re-Raphaelites, for 
his subjects came from an idealistic and imaginative world 
while theirs came from actuality. Look, though, at h is artistic 
methods. They were as unconventional as t hose of the Pre-Rapha-
elitesl fhat a directness of statement and hat colour ere his. 
atts• painting, ~~Death, breathes Pre-Raphaelitism 
t hroughout, with its unusual and commanding treatment, its ·!'ine 
colour, clarity of detail, and composition. In the work one 
sees a tts• "utmost conscientiousness refusing to vitiate a tone 
of colour or a line of form, in order that the orld mi ght more 
22 
readily admire it and accept its truth." 
" ith t he grave and refined art of Leighton, with the 
classical splendour of Alma Tadema, ~ith t he poetical and ro-
21 
Ibid., P• 6. 
22 
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mantic conceptions of Burne-Jones and Rossetti, with the lofty 
scripturalness of Holman Hunt, and with the vivid grandeur of 
23 
,illais, 'Jatts as in entire accordance." 
In three essential respects latta as in union with the 
Nineteenth Century and entirely out of accord 11 i th the Twentt-
eth. :e shall consider these points of agreement before giving 
the facts of ~atts• life and growth as an artist. 
He was in accord with his own century in his outlook. 
He sh~red with his age, first , the conviction that ab-
stract truths remain the supreme concern of men after theology 
24 
leaves them, -- a skeptical idealism; second, a "didactic 
25 
simplicity", which made the claim to instruct other men through 
art, and to take on one's own value and rectitude; t hird a 
26 
"cosmic utilitarianism", -- a consideration of the arts or 
philosophy with regard to the welfare of all. 
These convictions may be rig)lt or wrong, but in atta, at 
least, they remained till death, "like three lamps in an old 
27 
pagan t~ple of stoicism." 
ith these convictions at heart , atts went forth, desir-
ing above all things else to be a teacher of his Age,-- de-
siring, too, that by his work he might give men more truth than 
s kill. He sought, not to give the people what they wanted but 
to kindle nobill ty in their souls. He preached al a.ys, counting 
23 
Ibid., P• 8 . 
24, 25, 26 and 27 
Chesterton, Gilbert K. George Frederick ~atts, p. 18. 
19. 
his messa e the all and valuing technique only in so far as it 
conveyed the truth wi t h greater skill. 
atts tried to reflect his age. 
He created for himself a difficult task, for he used a 
speech of days gone by in a century which sought intensively 
but in different ways, for ultimate truth. ~ ith an antique 
speech, .atts expressed the contemporary seriousness, the striv-
28 
ing after something more fundamental than "arid materialism". 
He realized, with h!ls contemporaries, that "if ancient faiths 
ere blo n away, there was something more spiritual ••• to take 
29 
its place." He felt life was a ma gnificent part of Eternity, 
and, seeing how far men fall short of living 1n accord with 
eternal truths, he preached those truths with all the force of 
his grea t personality. 
30 
atts as by nature a " ass-Impressionist", and spoke for 
the people, awakening them to t heir great need, using a language 
hose only hindrance was archaism. 
31 
It has been said that atts :vas "unable to copy", and 
that he therefore spoke in his o n terms, exp easing only his 
o n ideas. e may be glad. hen as a boy, he stood long before 
the •orks of the masters, something more than technique as 
seeping into his spirit; he as acquiring the grandeur of the 
great, who later came to speak through him uniquely. 
28 
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Not only did atts express his soul · for the British 
people; he also ·gave freely of his art masterpieces, refusing 
knighthood in return, realizing that earthly compensations are 
not last-ing, he set his heart on eternal things, and· tried to 
expr ess t hem that all might see. In his use of symbolism pure-
ly as an emotional aid, t hat all mi ght understand, he avoided 
the dangers of the symbolist, ho too often speaks indistinct- . 
ly or for the elite alone. Even in portraiture atts sought to · 
reveal the soul. 
32 
He 
33 
as "an artist by instinct" and an "utterer of moral-
ities" by design. 
34 
or life". 
He founded his art upon a "personal vision 
It mi ght be interesting here to find out what . att s felt 
concerning the period in which he lived and worked. s everal 
magazine articles of that day are rather revealing and inter-
esting. 
In the Nineteenth Century . agazine for February, 1880, 
r-atts confronts himself with the question "Is a great school 
of art possible in the present day?" and then goes on to answer 
his question, and explain his views. Shall we listen ·hile he 
speaks. 
He continues, "It is to be f eared that only on the ground 
32, 33 and 34 
Ibid., loc. cit. 
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35 
t hat all things are possible is a great school of art possiblel" 
"Do modern conditions create or destroy t he possibility of such 
36 
a school? "The position of i ndividual artists, or the claims 
37 
of i ndividual artists, are not for a moment questioned"l But 
"A great school,cannot exist unless beauty is cared for, for 
its o rn sake, and this is not a consequence of modern civiliza-
38 
tion, certainly not in Engl and." 
Interesting distinctions, t hose between a great school and 
t he individually greatl 
In substance, atts goes on to say t hat today a great 
school of art is pract i cally impos sible because we do not c are 
for beauty in itself, and because e are too much concerned 
ith materialistic progress to attend to "Tri f les", -- such as 
t he trifle of Art, -- which have Vept life in mankind, and 
39 
"rendered the resuscitation of apparently dead nations possible~ 
Today we t hink of art as apart from life. It is not one ith 
living, a s in the times of ancient Greece and Rome, hen even 
t he lowliest articles of t he home were beautified for beauty 
itself. 
our eyes are less keen t han t hey used to be, h e says, and 
our schools f ail to bring the beautirul before t he eyes of our 
children, as once they did. 
There is a "dying out of the natural sense of pleasure de-
40 
r ived from sight of beauty," he tell s us, which is due, in 
36 , 37, 38, 39 and 40 
Ibid. 
22. 
41 
part to the "Activity of modern life" and the " ant of leisure". 
Can it be possible t ha t there is another reason for our artist..: 
ic barrenness? Can it be tragically possible that the sense ot 
beauty is pa.ss1ng away. · 
Fir ly believing t hat ar t must come from beautiful sur-
roundings, and speak in the language of the people; atts be-
moans the distorted fashions of his day, t he asp aists, 
the broken, c·augh.t-up lines of dress; -- conducive to all save 
inspiration. The situation, he cries, is such that the artist 
portraying beauty cannot resort to the dress around him, for it 
is ugly, and he must either invent a ne method, or express his 
ideas after t he manner of the Greek or Italian. The language 
of beauty is restricted. There is more knowledge t han in olden 
42 
tirnes, but "the language of great art is dead''. 
The indifference of the people to beauty is another real 
cause of failure in the production of great art. People get 
what they clrunor for, and if they do not seek a noble art, ~hey 
seldom get it. The Age is one in which "the poetic side of lite 
43 44 
suffers", and the "wo~ld is rendered unnecessarily grey". 
And so a tts laments t he materially minded age in which he 
lived, an age in which Art, as the mfnister to the deeps of 
life, as disregarded. He felt there was never a greater need 
for t he services Ar t could r ender . t han in a hurried,fevered, 
41, 42, 43 and 44 
Ibid. 
"progressive" age. Looking at the people and their needs, he 
feared f or t he future, if art should die. 
23. 
a tts pleaded for the elevation of art criticism above the 
stupid professional level where it · as based, not on principle, 
but on individual opinion, and where haste usurped reflection. 
He cried, " any an art critic writes as if he could confidently 
undertake to illustrate the Pentateuch and rush in where angels 
46 
fear to tread&" 
He pleaded also, t hat .works of art be exhibited before the 
people for longer periods of time, so that t he snap judgments, 
resulting from the brief collective exhibitions of t he day 
mi ght be done away. 
once again, in truly classic fashion, he harks baek to 
olden times, '"hen art ideally adorned temples, churches and 
public buildings, where it was seen for long years on end, an 
inspiration. 
atts new, too, how competitive pre~sure lo ered the 
standard of achievement, and the dangers when only "an i mmedi-
46 
ate and transient effect" is valued and worked for. 
He saw many artists, who began with noble intentions, 
fail, -- some because they had no popular support and sympathy, 
some because t hey made the easy and serious decision to give 
the people what they wanted, regardless of personal convictions 
45 and 46 
Ibid 
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to the contrary. 
He considered t he reasonableness of his times. He well 
kne t hat art made its great appeal to the emotions of men. He 
saw in the mental temper of the material Age a great hindrance 
to art appreciation, involving, as 1 t did,. emotional and re-
ligious fesponse. 
Great art, he felt, demanded nobility of idea, -- its ex-
euse for being. It demanded perfection in orkmanship, per-
fection of t he kind Da Vinci and Bottecelli exhibited. It de-
manded, too, the true beauty of Raphael and Bottecelli and 
Bellini . 
Thinking thus, atts asked, has our age known any of this 
nobility, t his craftsmanship, this Beauty? 1hat must we recap-
ture, as a people, to produce a great art on a level with .our 
great literature? 
"Great art", for atts, was "a noble theme treated in a 
noble manner, a 'akening our best and most reverentia1 feelings, 
touching our generosity, our tenderness, or dispos ing us gener-
ally to seriousness -- a subject of human endurance, of human 
justice, of human aspiration and hope, depicted orthily by the 
47 
special means art has in her power to use". 
In t he race of his own definition, atts looked at England 
48 
and said, "Let us be proud ••• but ••• anaioua". 
47 and 48 
Ibid 
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"Ho often must our sense of t h e perfectibility of t h ings 
49 
sigh over improbable possibility&" 
Thus . atts expressed himself on the status of Br itish Art 
i n h is own time. 
one has but to turn to contemporary reviews of Art exhibits 
and Ar t progress to see how many pages of print are d evoted to 
telling us how big the works of sculpture were, how elaborate 
t he decorative treatment of such and such a building, how ex-
pensive t his or that portrait, how many people present at the 
50 
rec ent Academy banquet& It seems so easy to talk big and 
live little, in art as elsewhere. 
It mi ght be ell to consider, aside from opinions, the 
general activities of Nineteenth Century British Ar t, and t he 
men and spirits characterizing t he English Sch ool at t hat 
period. 
Wit h the dea th of King George IV, t he "fashion f or t he 
51 
fine arts", which he had cultivated, a s gone. The mi ddle 
class r ose as art patrons. 
As a result, art lost the. "gr and manner", but took on,in-
52 
stead, a weight of "refined vulgarism"·, which couldn• t s upport 
53 
a true artistic theme. "s anctimonious mora lity" came in, to-
gether with shallow sentiment. 
49 
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I t i s interesting to note that even a t t hat time, although 
t here was no great school of art, t here ere some great artiste, 
such as Turner and Constable, ho lived and worked i n the early 
Century, doing paintings of i ndividual worth. 
Cotman as one of very few English painters in t he early 
Nineteenth Century who had a real t heory and as equipped to 
54 
f ound a sch ool, yet he, too, stood alone, a unique figure. 
The great English water-colour school might have risen to 
h ei ghts in the mid-century, had it not "been cramped and smoth-
ered by the passion for machine-made accurac)" of detail hich 
was t he natural outlook of a public impressed to the point of 
;orship by the new and scarcely-tried capacity for mach i nery, 
and forti f ied in their demand for its reflection in art, by the 
' 55 . 
s ooth and sleek artificialities of t he •court School'" 
~aclise and Frith did work of note in portraying noble 
s ent i ment, and in doing decor ative scenes from English life,but 
t hey, too, ere like lights in dar kness. 
The times were unfavorable to art of high quality. 
It as because of this, and because t he people s ought in 
' 56 
"art" to f ind "full scope for •••••• sentimental orgies", 
t hat t he serious and devoted Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood had to 
stand such scor n. 
54: Ibid., P• 53 . 
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The Pre-Raphaelites sought to represent t hings truly, and 
get a ay from the dull conventional forms of art express i on, 
turning directly to nature . The public had the idea that art 
wasn't truth, asn•t accurate representation, and so the Pre-
Raphaelites labored unsupported. The people had gone so far 
from "reality~ both in representation and in sentiment,"•••• 
t hat "both painters and patrons had forgotten what the truth 
\as like, and hen, according to their lights , a few young 
painters, (the re-Raphaelites} set out to sho them~ t hey 
57 
were very much annoyed"& 
They were , ho ever, some choice spirits who upheld the 
hands of t he young painter-reformers. Among t he champions of 
the ~re-Raphaelite ovement was Ruskin, who heralded their 
tenets with his drawings, "exquisite in their truth, and re-
58 
ma~kable for their sure feeling for design in natural forms" . 
In 1843 he publi.s · ed the first volume of his famous Uodern 
Painters. 
I t is interesting to notice that getting a ay from the 
59 
"cramping influence of London" seemed to mean the salvation 
of many artists to a freer style. 
In the case of many artists of the period, the influence 
of continental, and especially Italian travel and study worked 
57 and 58 
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28. 
innovation and inspiration. Ruskin kne · the indluence of the 
great art of Italy. Alfred Stevens studied Michaelangelo's ork 
60 
and learned "the rythm of great design and purity of line". 
Fottd adox Bttown worked in Italy and came in touch 1 th the 
Pre-Raphaelite movement there in 1845. All these artists, and 
many more, returned to Engl and, fortified against atttificiali-
ty and vapidity by continental study. 
It as Dante Gabriel Rossetti who, ith his friend, 
illiam Holman Hunt, and Hunt•s friend, John Evettett _illais, 
founded the Brotherhood. The oldett men, who had hettalded it,--
Rustin, Brown, etc., -- atched it paternally. They saw Rosset-
ti expressing through his work, and i n the name of the Brother-
hood, h is Latin heritage of emotion. They watched illais as he 
developed his inborn technique. They saw Holman Hunt adhere to 
the rules of the artistic company with a conscientious fervor 
no other painter exhibited. As a result of his devotion to 
spiritual truth as well as tenet, Holman Hunt comes do n to us 
as "the only convincing tteli gious painter of the centutty in 
61 
England". That is much to say, but if we consider his Scape-
goat we see a tremendous truth allegorically reinforced ith 
telling power. e remember, too The Light of ~ orld. 
With t hese fe atttists, t he \~ ork of the Brotherhood reach-
ed its heights and weakened. Lesser men continued their ork. 
60 
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29 .• 
1illiam Morris, through h is ~ork in the Kelmscott Press, 
around 1862, furthered t he cause of art in printing, and, with 
Burne-J ones, he carried on ork in stained glass and tapestries. 
Burne-Jones was a re-Raphaelite in the sense that he de-
picted truth, but h is t r uth 1as not to ordinary Nineteenth Cen-
tury life, but to "a fantastic, imagined life of his own inner 
62 
vision". The very "other-worldliness" hich was so enchanting 
i n the work of Burna-Jones •as the "bane" of later ~re-Raphael­
itism, as e may see, for it broadened the chasm between art 
63 
and life. 
And so, i th the endeavor of r 'illiam Morris to make art 
and i ndustry cooperate, and vi t h the peculiar Celtic "truth" of 
Burne-Jones, Pre-Raphaelitism came to a blurred conclusion, as 
a conscious movement. It was a great movement, -- t he most 
vital since the impressionism of Constable, -- and quite singu-
larly English. Although it died as a movement, its influence 
carried on, and when French i mpressionism began to t ake h old in 
Engl and it was aided by the quickened interest Pre-Raphaelitism 
had aroused in the craftsmanship of art. 
The i mportance of the movement is more collective than in-
dividual. Brown, ~illais, and Burne-Jones were t he greatest in-
dividual painters among the me.mbers of the Brotherhood, and, 
"if e add ••• George Freder ick \"J&tts, • • • e have well-nigh 
64 
exhaus ted the list of men who r eally ma t ter." 
62 and 63 
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It is good to look at at tsl 
He, like the Pre-Raphaelites, as devoted to the truth. 
He, too, sought escape from the hampering influence of 
London, and found inspiration in Italian study. He based his 
craft on that of the great venetians and the classic artists$ 
"uttering the significance of life as he felt it in broad ma-
65 
jestic fashion". 
His was a passion for an ethical presentation of' spiritu-
al values. "It is not virtuosity of' technique or miraculous 
cleverness of drawing and colour you admire" in his work, says 
the Belgian art critic, • A. Besard, but "some great principle, 
some splendid act, some heroic incident, made beautiful b y the 
artist's ay of' seeing it, inspired by the meaning which he has 
66 
put into it." 
"George Frederick atts stands like a venerable old tree, 
as he is one of the last survivors of the men of' genius of the 
6'7 
Victorian age". 
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B. ~ Life 2!_ _o_e_o_r~g_e Frederic atts. 
George Frederic·k atts, painter and sculptor, a s born in 
London, February 23, 1817, the son of a musical instrument mak-
er. 
Like Alfred stevens, -- pa.inter, sculptor, mosaicist, --
who as born in the same year, atts stood artistically alone, 
deriving nothing vital from the earlier artists of the English 
s chool, and founding no School of his own. Like tevens, also, 
due to t he help of wealthy patrons, atts received training in 
Italy..: As a result, stevens ' as "like some great f igure of the 
Italian Renaissance, while atts was of "lesser importance but 
68 
a phenomenon unique in the history O·f art". 
atts t family claimed v; elsh descent. 
Artistical ly, that is a daring and decisive thing to do, 
and on t his point, often disputed, G. K. Chesterton h as much 
to say. 
atts may or may not have been racially a Celt, says 
Chesterton. One thing stands, regardless: "There is nothing 
69 
celtic about his mysticism". atts' "essential spirit" as "a 
70 
sense of the joyful austerity of things", hereas the "Celtic 
s pirit in letters and art" •••• is "a sense of the unbearable 
71 
beauty of things"• 
il8 
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Even the technical style of atts, Chesterton feels, gives 
a contradiction to the Celtic theory. " atts· is strong precise-
ly here the Celt is. weak .and weal<: precisely . here the Celt is 
'72 
strong". Perhaps atts did come of elsh ancestry. In spirit 
'73 
he · as an Englishman, ith all t he "disadvantages" . of one& The 
one thing the Celt has al· ·ays .lacked in art is "that hard mass, 
t hat nak ed outline, which makes .atts a · sort of sculptor in 
'74 
draughtsmanship"• 
"It is well for us", .. says Cheaterton, "that the Celt has 
not h ad this; 1f he had, he ould rule the world with a rod of 
75 
iron, f or he had everything else". 
As e proceed to a consideration of a tts• life, e find 
it quite unclUttered by the incidents which so usually crowd 
about an artist's life. Perhaps, it has been suggested, it is. 
li t tle onder that his great life .should be so bare of incident. 
It as .so dominated by a single commanding purpose. 
e may of fer, however, a substantial account. 
or atts• boyhood re details remain, but it is said that 
as soon as he could talk he began to draw, copying t he quaint 
rints of the old Queen Anne prayer-book. lhen he was t elve~ 
fascinated by romance and legend, he painted a series of pic-
tures illustrating scenes from Scott's averley Novels, and 
sketched the struggle for the body of Patroclus according to 
the incident as given in Homer's Iliad. 
'72 , '73, '74, and '75 
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At fifteen atts entered the Academy schools 6 but didn•t 
like the teaching, and remained only about a month . 
He wandered perpetually in the Greek galleries of the 
British useum, staring at the El gin marbles, from which he al-
~ays declared he learned all the art h e knew. 
e hear of a friendship between him and the sculptor, 
illiam Behnes. It is said that •atts spent much time in Behnest 
studio , copying the plaster casts and atehing the sculptor at 
work . He received no definite instruction from Behnes 6 however. 
It as the Elgin marbles t hat taught him. It was the beauty or 
the Phidian sculpture which became his standard for form and 
s tyle. 
At t enty-f'ive he achieved his first real success. It was 
at that time t hat a competition was held in London for t he dee-
oration of the halls of the ne House of Parliament . atts, 
then almost unkno n to the artistic world, entered t he competi-
tion ith the leading artists of the day, and submi t ted a car-
toon of "Caractacus led in Triumph through the streets of Rome". 
He on the first-class prize of three hundred pounds, and ith 
the money he was enabled to realize a long cherished dream, and 
go to Italy, here he found inspiration, and a real friend and 
patron in Lord Holland. 
\ atts spent four glorious years in Italy, studying the 
works of the old masters, absorbing their beauty, and finding 
inspiration in venetian brilliance of color and in Florentine 
form and line. 
34. 
hile in Italy, atts painted any portraits. 
In 1847, he~ring from London that a second competition was 
to be held for the decoration of the Houses of arliament, atts 
returned to El',lgland. He submitted a cartoon which again on the 
rize, -- t he cartoon for the great panels ot King Alfred ~­
citing ~ subjects to prevent ~ landing~~ Danes • . 
In 1847 · atts as called to accompany the expedition under 
~ir Charles Newton, hich ent out to examine and study the 
ancient temple sites and tombs of Asia inor end Greece. The ex-
periences of his travels heightened his interest in cl assic art 
and Greek sculpture. 
When atts again returned to England he returned also to 
efforts to bring art before all the people and make it an a-
vailable aid to noble living. He sought to adorn public build-
ings ith orks of art t hat all m1 t see. He offered to decor-
ate t he north wall of the dining room of Lincoln's Inn, ithout 
remuneration, and did so, giving the wor.ld the great school ~ 
Legislature f resco. To show t heir appreciat i on, the barristers . 
of Lincoln's Inn presented him 1th a substantial purse. 
Still seeking to bring art before the people, atts asked 
for per salon to decorate, at his own . . expense, the great hall 
of the Euston station with frescoea showing the world's pro• 
gress. It as a great disappointment to him that his offer as 
rejected. 
so ~atts kept trying to present art to the people. 
35. 
e should remark at t his point upon . atts t unique ide.a or 
publicity. He firmly believed that art should be devoted to the 
elfare of the people, and that art should stand out in the full 
light of day, fearless and truthful . He felt art had a eat 
mission , ·· -- the mission of i mpressing souls and ·minds wi th 
s r eat ennobling ideas, and that art as failing her trust it 
she ent about hiding her light "under a bushel". Art was to be 
a city t hat was set on a hill and could not be hid. 
As a result of these convictions, ~atts• art was "an out-
door art, like that of the healthy ages of tlle world, like that 
statuesque art of Greece, like the ecclesiastical and external 
Gothic art of Christian! ty; an art that can look the sun in the 
76 
face" . 
1.hen atts found he could not decorate the Euston Station, 
as he desired to do, he turned, undaunted, to expressing his 
ideals in a symbolical art, -- an art vibrant ith essential 
rneanings . It is in the symbolical art of a tts that we find the 
soul of the art1st who was ever trying to lift people above the 
mediocre, and help them to "care for s ometh1ng higher than 
77 
money-making and selfish pleasure." 
In portraiture, no less than in his allegorical work, 
atts sought to discover and disclose the •nnermost. 
76 
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He continually refused the rewards of baronetsy and l<:night-
hood, • h ich his nation as so eager to offer him, and devoted 
h i self, ith a peculiar personal self-effacement, to the ag-
grandise ent of the ideal in art. 
His arr iage, in early life, to iss El l en Terry, t he 
actress as dissolved soon after it had taken place, and in 
1886 h e married . iss ary Fraser-Tytler of Ivernes-shire and 
f ound great happiness. 
As he adv need in years, he demanded increasing severity 
on the part of those who judged his orks for exhibition. He 
had seen too many men live on the merits of their past achieve-
menta, hen life had fled from their art, and as determined to 
remain vital to the end. 
Little else of factual interest can be said of atts • lil'e. 
If e mention the f .act t hat he lived, alternately, at Little 
Holland House in Kensington, L.ondon and at "Limnerslease" in 
the country of Compton, and if e add the fact t ha t at the age 
of eighty-five he accepted t he Order of r!erit, we have exhaust-
ed essential details . The man is an ideal and not an iteml 
He outlived nearly all his companions, -- Browning, Ruski~ 
and t hat great friend. Tennyson, -- and hen atts passed away 
1n 1904 it was said ·Of him that "What he had set himself to do 
he had done to t he very best of his great ability." He had made 
his life the expression of the motto carved on the sundial in 
his arden at "L1 ere lease", "The utmost for the highest" • 
78 : est, .K. George Frederick atts,A Biogrspby,p. 18. 
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c. His ain Achievements 
--- ---- ------------
. atts ' artistic works are so numerous that only a few of 
them can be dealt with in t his paper. 
In order to facilitate an analysis and give in the paper 
a distinct impression, e must distinguish in atts three dif-
ferent aspects: the sculptor, the portrait painter, and the 
symbolic or allegorical painter. , e shall consider these aspects 
or· atts' art in the given order. 
1. The Sculptor 
e have already noted a true feeling for "that hard mass , 
t hat naked outline, hich makes atts a , sort of sculptor in 
79 
draughtsmanship" 1 
,hen e turn detinitely to atts • work as a sculptor, we 
find, as elsewhere in his art, the same nobility of t hought and 
grande r or execution that appears in his painting. 
atts • sculptured works are few, but worthy or comment in 
t h at they are so at one in spirit and conception with his com-
pleted orks. oreover, atts should be considered as a sculp-
tor for it as from contemplation of the sculptured orks of 
classic antiquity, -- the precious Elgin arbles, -- that atts 
received intitial inspiration as a youth. 
In his most representative sculptured work, the bust of 
Clytie, one may notice classic influence in the bend of' the 
neck, and the drawing of the profile. 
79 
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In his great equestrian work, PhJa1cal Energz, originall7 
done for Thames Embankment, but later set up in south Africa as 
a memorial to Cecil Rhodes, e find the intrepidity of youth, 
and the exploring power that founded empires. Its "rugged mod-
elling, looking as though the clay had been not so much applied 
80 
to the framework a.s flung on to it in mas sea", reminds one ot 
the rugged character of t atts. It is "the tribute of the most 
idealistic of English artists to the moat edealistic of English 
81 
conquerors". 
In addition to the Clytie and Phzsical Enert,q, a tts• 
sculpture includes a statue of ~ Lupus, at Eaton Hall, an 
unfi nished marble, Daphne, 1n the Tate Ga.llerr, and a monument-
al statue of his friend, Alfred, Lord Tennyson, at Lincoln. The 
latter statue represents the poet,. cloaked with his great man-
tle, standing with his noble head bowed over some small object 
i n his hand, -- "The Flower in the Cr annied Wall". It is a 
studz in greatness. 
attat achievements in sculpture were of the sort to make 
one believe he might give himself entirely to plastic art. His 
early associations with the sculptor, Behnea, and his love for 
t he Elgin t.farblea, called forth great work in a field of art 
hich he as to abandon f'or another. atta• achievements as a 
portrait painter, were such t hat we cannot regret his abandon-
ment of sculpture for painting. 
It is to .atts, as a portrait artist, tha.t we now turn. 
80: West, ' • K. op. cit., P• 29. 81: Ibid., P• 30. 
2. The Portrait Painter. 
- ------ ------
No aspect of atts• art shows more clearly his strength 
and his weakness than portraiture. 
39. 
Since in portraiture realism is generally recognized as 
t he dominant characteristic, and atta• great strength was his 
idealism, one mi ght expect t hat atts would be no kind of a 
portrait artist at all. That is, one mi :r-ht think so if one were 
not aware of attst great versatility,. and if one did ·not take 
int o account t he fact that no where is there a more onderful 
f i eld for the wroker in character than ln portraiture. 
In his portrait ork, atts as both idealist and truth-
teller. He as not satisfied with giving us the mere external 
aspects of the sitter, nor even the peculiarities of facial ex-
pression or appearance, so often mi s taken for character, but he 
ever sought to portray the soul beneath. In his search after 
the true real! ties he was what one mi .ght call a realist in the 
! a tonic sense. 
" ere outward resemblance was not his aim, but the por-
trayal of character behind t he features, a likeness hinted or 
82 
suggested rather than wrought out." 
It was as a portrait painter that Watts received his ear-
liest acclaim, and it was by paint.ing portraits that atts 
earned the means of living and study, as a young artist. 
82 
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illaia is the painter with whom atts may most nearly be 
compared, but even in making this comparison we meet a dif'fer-
ence of essential technique: illais presented us with the 
hole portrait, -- the picture of a man, mind and body equall7 
reflected; atts beheld the intellect and the spirit, and saw 
it all as none save he, among Englishmen, ever has done. oat 
of atts• portraits, one notices, are half length representa-
tions. 1atts hesitated to introduce the details ot a full 
length form, lest they detract from the complete revelation ot 
t h e face, the revelation ot spirit. 
In the human face atts saw rtthe noblest or God's orks,--
83 
the highest type of His image and likeness", and he represent-
ed the spirit there revealed so perfectly that there as little 
hid. 
One day Tennyson asked his friend what might be the nature 
or the ideal portrait painter, and the answer he received has 
come down to us in the lines of the poet•a poem or Elaine in 
the Idylls 2! ~ King: 
"As when a painter, gazing on a f ace 
Di.vinely thro• all hindrance,. :finds the man 
Behind it, and so paints him that his face, 
The shape and colour ot a mind end life, 
Lives for his children ever at its best". 
This as atts, the portrait painter, the painter of men. 
atts had the good fortune or getting nearly all of the 
great men or the Victorian period to sit to him, -- poets, 
83 
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statesmen, philosophers, artists, and soldiers. Few artists 
have had such a distinguished or catholic group of ·si t ters. 
Among politicians he painted Gladstone, Lord John Russell, 
Devonshire, and John Burns: Among artiste, Leighton and Burne-
Janes: among writers, John stuart •ill, George Meredith, Swin-
burne, Tennyson, and Carlyle. In addition, Garibaldi1 Cardinal 
anning and Dean stanley sat for atts. 
It speaks well for the liberal attitude and breadth or out-
look of atts that he has, in nearly all cases, done justice to 
his subjects. 
In the great portra1 ts created by hi _ England has what 
Watts trusted to give her, -- a treasury wherein she may recall 
her great. 
3. Symbolic 2! Allegorical Paint~r 
atts was entirely at one with the Pre-Raphaelite movement 
in their insistence upon the importance or the idea. He was, as 
e have seen, ever seeking to body forth in his art the noblest 
ideas man might kno so that all ~ght read and grow thereby. 
It is just because ~atts sought to embody such nobility in 
his ork t hat he resorted to a noble language, -- the only lan-
guage t hat ould express t he high thought, -- an idealistic 
symbol.ism. 
It is to atts as a symbolic painter and to the nature or 
his symbolism t hat we now turn our attention. 
In what may be termed hia symbolic or allegorical paintings, 
42. 
atts exhibited the same ~een powers of penetration into the 
significant depths that he sho ed in his representative por-
traiture. In portraiture, by line and color, he bared the spir-
it, and expressed central truths of character. In his alle or-
i .cal works he did the aame, and tried to make ~he heights and 
depths of. life beautiful and meaningful. 
"In the hole rang~ of atts• symbolic art there is scarce-
ly a single example of the ordinary and arbitrary eurrent symbol 
t he ecclesiastical symbol, t he heraldic symbol, the ~tional 
symbol •••• There is nothing t , ere but the eternal •thinga, cla7 
84 
and fire and the sea, and the motherhood and the dead". The 
archaism, already mentioned, of an ageless language pervades 
h is ork. latta as ise. He did not care t hat his ·ork should 
be preserved as honor to his s kill, but he did care tremendous-
ly that the truths he strove to portray by his symbolism should 
stand the tests of time,. and so he uttered his ideas in a uni-
versal language addressed to the timeless spirit of all men 
everywhere. 
This may explain something of the simplicity, the didac-
ticism, and the sturdiness of atts• allegorical ork, and also 
something of the elevation of his expression. 
1atts• symbolism was, therefore the symbolism of the think-
er, and not the artist alone. "He is guided in everyth ing by 
84 
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ideas, not by things; not ' by the idea of beauty, but of appro-
85 
priateness, of dignity, of stability." 
His language was self-imposed: his response to t he felt-
needs of his Age imposed upon him. It was a noble, rich lan-
guage, for atts felt that "it is not fitting that eternal 
truths should be expressed in language that fades like the 
86 
grass of the field". He sought to reproduce "a universal 
87 
truth cast in harmonious form" •••• which would "last for ever • 
He chose the way of symbolism. 
att s• allegorical paintings were many. 
His allegorical teaching rose to its greatest power in 
t h ose paintings which refer to Death and the future of life and 
love • 
. atts dwelt long over the mysteries of neath, for he want-
ed to help men to see in Death, not scaeth1ng to be feared, and 
not an enemy, but a nurse, a mother. He anted "to destroy the 
BB 
notion t hat it was •the king of terrors•." He said, "my 
favourite t hought recognizes Death as a kind nurse who says, 
•No :r t hen, children, you. must go to bed, and wake up in the 
89 
morning. ' '' 
watts thought upon such truths as the universality or 
Death, the power of Love over all, the naturalness of great 
t h ings. He thought, too, upon the evils of the orld, -- the 
95 and 86 
asters ~Art, Article on atts by Robert de la 
Sizeranne. P• 34. 
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greeds and sins and futilities of insincex-ity and lo living. 
He tau t against evil as vigorously as he taught of good. His 
teachings complernented and supplemented each other, and were all 
expressed in the universal tongue of allegory. 
Not only did atts paint pictures with representative and 
symbolic intent. Even the titles or his works were "poems in 
90 
embryo". 
As many of Browning's poems were both theses and pictures, 
so, many or atts• paintings were theses in form and colour-
91 
illustrations of ideal truth on canvas"; and, as ith Browning, 
t he titles of some or atts• orks suggested, -- as did the 
orks t hemselves, -- more than they disclosed. 
illiam Knight, Professor in the University of St.Andrewst 
once asked atts if he would do a picture that might be called 
"The strength of the Hills is His". atts, with a wonderful hu-
mility, replied, "I cannot use that title. It is too great for 
me. I have sometimes thought of "The Spirit of God .toved upon 
92 
t h e Face of the atera". That I might use, but not the other". 
a tts found the Bible rich with suggestive thoughts for 
symbolic expressions but he felt the greatest and most ' onder-
ful utterance of all was the one beginning "surfer the little 
children to come unto me". 
It .is to an analysis of some of t he greater allegorical 
paintings of atts t hat e pr opose to devote the next chapter. 
90: Knight, 1lliam. op. cit., p. 146 
91:Ibid 
92: Ibid., P• 147. 
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III 
ANALYSIS OF ALLEGORICAL PAINTINGS 
Through the use or Allegory, atts sought to make pictures 
"express what they cannot delineate,~ and "suggest what they 
1 
are unable to disclose". 
"Allegory was to ratts what his•dramatic lyric• work in 
verse "' as to Browning, viz.: one of the media by which truth 
could best of all be discerned, although disclosed through 
2 
veils." In his Allegories, atts presented great thought with 
rugged clarity. His symbolic paintings are unique as didactic 
orka. " any painters before him had produced pictures which 
•told a story•, or pointed a moral, but with him the lesson he 
has to teach is everything and merely pi.ctorial qual! ties are 
3 
suppressed". 
atts gave as his aim in allegorical painting, "to suggest 
great t houghts that will appeal to the imaginati on and the 
4 
heart, and kindle all that is best and noblest in humanity". 
At t h is po!int let us turn to Watts• allegorical paintings, 
which are many,. and consider a selected few. 
e will consider his treatment of the facts or Life and 
Death, Love and Evil, for it is with these questions atts is 
primarily concerned. 
1 and 2 
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If we atch atts as he looks on the sub ject of Death, we 
f ind h i s sole object in all treatments has been "to divest the 
5 
inevitable or its terrors". 
Previous to the work of' ~atts, Death had generally been 
depicted as an impersonal Po ~Ver, certainly to be dreaded. When 
atts painted Death he showed he.r as a friend, a mother,. a kind-
ly dream, a careful "nur se", -- as he loved to say, -- pu.tting 
t he ch ildren to bed. Let us turn to specific treatments of' 
neath in his Allegories. 
Turn first to the painting, "!!'!!Happy arrier,"done in 
1884. The symbol is that of a young man mortally wounded in 
battle. Dark hair curls damply about the forehead from hich 
the shining helmet has just slipped back. The face is pall1d,-
the eyes are closed, the lips parted; but as life slips away 
i t seems a .face or infinite ki ndliness bends over him,-- a face 
rich ith understanding. and compassion, but utterly devoid of' 
despair. About the lips of the touth t here is the faintest sug-
gestion of a smile of' greeting, recognition, relief'. 
The picture is quiet, restrained, stoical almost in ita 
quietness and simplicity. 
The youth is "doomed to go in company wi th pain", perhaps, 
but also in company with peace. 
5 
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In his painting, The Court of Death, dated 1882, the great 
- - . 6 
Power of Death "does not act, but receives homage." Here we 
have a lar ge design. Upon an elevated throne, ings out-spread, 
sits Death, -- quiet, iting, while men come to find welcome 
in her touch. Before her throne, -- before her easing presence, 
"the soldier surrenders hissord, the noble his coronet, the 
7 
medicant and the oppressed seek relief." Old age comes on, 
wearily, to rest. The student turns from his treasured books, 
and a little child "hides prettily amongst the folds of the 
8 
1 ong _ an tle". Behind the great throne and to either side stand 
spirits waiting to lift the veil from the face of the world be-
yond. Upon the knees of death a new-born child rests, shielded 
by tender hands. 
once again atts shows us Death as the kindly spirit, 
other to all men alike, and free from terror. 
If we turn to the painting Death _Crowning Innocence, we 
see "the half-figure or the angel bending over the child" who 
lies upon her lap, enclosing it with great, tender, powerful 
wings, till the little one seems to be protected between "the 
9 
valves of some mi ghty shell". Here we have the expression of 
,atts• favorite thought, -- the thought or the "kindly nurse" 
who "puts the children to bed". Here, too, we see the perfect 
trust of a little child eewarded, and we are reminded that 
6 
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except we, too, become as little children we cannot enter in. 
One other painting dealing with the subject of Death which 
e consider is that panel of~~ Death, wherein e see 
Love standing at the threshold of the House of Life, barring 
t he door against the entry of the Stranger. Love is presented 
as the little child-god of mythology. His "bright wings ••• are 
already crushed and broken against the lintel or the door,and 
the petals are falling from the roses that Love has set around 
the porch. The pale form of Death presses forward with calm, 
resistless tread, and the white, uplifted arm passes above the 
10 
head of Love in token of sovereignty". 
The painting was done in 1887, and Watts foot-noted his 
ork, "To be presented to the Nation". 
e are reminded in considering Love and Death of the in-
-------
caption of the thought for the painting in .atts• mind. hen he 
as still young in art he had,. as subject for a portrait, a 
young nobleman of great means. It so happened that the youth 
was wasting away with an incurable disease. His family and 
friends spent endlessly of their wealth and efforts to restore 
him to health but of no avail. Looking at the young man, and 
experiencing in his own spirit the strange truth that Love, :for 
all its desires, could not stay the advance of Death, atts be-
gan the painting in his mind. Death here is majestic, and in-
to 
Knight, William. op cit., p. 155. 
11: Stevens, • Bertrand. "Representative English Paint-
ings",~ Chautauquan, ' ay 1907 
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sistent. But there is something more than inevitability in Death. 
11 
There is "a kindly pity in t hat bowed head" ••• and the whole 
figure is suggestive of gentleness. 
"The beauty of the conception suggests some of those beau-
tiful grave reliefs of the Greek in which youths and old men 
b id farewell to one another as they start on the road from 
which there is no returning. In fact, the calm beauty and seren-
i ty of the Greeks is a marked characteristic of the pictures or 
12 
atts". 
,e are not deluded into thinking, as we look at atts• 
interpretations or Death, that there is no such experience,--
t hat it simply must not, cannot be, --as rutile,f'oolish opti-
mism mi t try to tell a hungry world. Instead,. when we look 
at Death Crowning Innocence, The Happy arrior, The Court or 
Death, or ~ ~ Death e are told that Death is real as an 
experience, and inevitable, yet not a terror in truth. 
As we look at ~ ~ Death especially, we are brought to 
think that, 
"Death is our master,--but his seat is shaken; (13) 
He rides victorious, but his ranks are thinned." 
The Love casts out the fear. 
·a leave the thought of Death and its treatment in atts t 
allegor ical paintings, for the subject or Love. 
II 
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In considering attst t r eatment of Love in his works we 
will use three pictures: ~ ~ Death# ~ ~ Life, and 
Love Triumphant. 
50. 
e have just left a consideration of the . painting Love and 
--
Death, noting the majesty of Death. Now e may look at the fi g-
ure of Love in the painting. · hat do we see? 
ri a have remarked that Love was represented . as t he child-
god of classic antiquity. Not only does the selection ot the 
child f i gure aff ord atts admirable contrast with the massive 
fi gure of Death, it also off ers a spiritual symbolism, r ich in 
i t s implications. It presents, in the small sturdy struggling 
figure of human Love,. that divine impracticability of Love,--
the will to fight for its loved one even when the fight is vir-
tually lost, -- the refusal to admit defeat, -- t he ay Love 
has of standing alone against the world. 
In the companion-piece to~~ Death,--~ and !!!!!,,-
we have the "slight female figure •• •" of Life, representative 
of "the fragile quality in humanity, at once its weakness and 
14 
ita strength". The beautiful young girl is approaching Love,-
now a tall strong god-like youth, -- who, with great gentleness 
in his gaze, "welcomes her ith strong bronzed hands and pro-
15 
t ecta her with his mighty wings" as they make the steep as-
cent. "The angel of Love a t once supports and leads Life up 
14 
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the oc y p ths to th, b lue h ills beyond , h is sheltering , i ngs 
t e rays of li fo_ .. :, t f o n be a tinp; too fierce l y upon the 
16 
f r a il f orm" . 'ith uptu ned face Life co its herself to his 
ca e . 
rJ•h e picture is rel,)resent tive of Love s the essentinl 
IJ, llide a Cl gu rd lnn o f Life . It i s ln ~xpressi on of .:atts t per-
s onal belief , s ~ 11 ·is pict res . m·•e 1 -- and i s said to 
h ove been the pa inting he considered os t full of meaning f or 
is r o r ld . 
Love Trium han t presc ts its theme in 1 ts title . 'l'h e 
pa l ti g · us none i n 1 98 . i\. ove t he prostr te fi gures of 'l'i e 
end Death , ~ho h ~e travelled th~ou . h tle a ,es toRe~er 1 rises 
17 
r.o e , "on l nt! . ortRl ·:·i n :s" 1 t e o l y ever l a s ti g factor of the 
universe . Once a ~ oin ; e fee l thG ' ess age of' ; a tts t spirit in 
ove Trium h unt . 0 ce ~ain ·:·e see an et_,rm 1 t rut h of the 
ri nd t h at h ~~ s ve h if::l art to p or tray . 
1.rn 1~ rom ' : tts ' tre ~ ~ t ment of Love and Death, ·we come 
t o a consideration of hio tt i t• d, to ;ard Sin , 
If :;:< t ts kne· ~ t here ·. s good i 1 the ··orld , and never 
tired pointi. ·; 0 1h t ,e fa ct and ( ivestin ) much good of evi l 
appe ranees , he al.,o ~me ~ that Evil , as factor t·o be de<l t 
· ith, 1 nd b ,i th·> ver~y tok en th . t the Good as so beautiful , 
16 
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Evil was abhorrent. He never ceased fi ghting against it, and 
exposing it with all t he clarity hi s art could command. 
52. 
Three paintings in particular deal with the subject of manta 
Sin: ammon, !!,! Repentant, and !2.!.: !!!_ ~ Great Possessions. 
e will consider Iammon first . It is powerful in illustration 
of the quality ·of ·atts' symbolism, -- s ymbolism which seemed 
at its heights to be actual representation of the subject it-
self. 
Call to mind the usual allegorical figures. Remember how 
artists portrayed Commerce, for instance, with a Greek robe • 
and "a cornucopia or bag of gold or an argosy or some other 
18 
conventional symbol." It is certa in that such a figure is 
"a mere sign like the word commerce ••• it is scarcely even a 
language: it i s a cipher-code. Nobody can maintain t hat the 
figure, t aken as a figure, makes one think or commerce, of the 
forces that effect commerce, of a thousand ports, of a t hous-
and stree ts, of a thousand warehouses and bills of lading, of 
a t housand excited men in black coa tes w.ho certainly would 
19 
no t know what to do with a cornucopia" '. 
consider, no,..·, watts• symbolism. consider, in i magination 
a figure seated upon a throne, splendid in gold and scarlet. 
consider, above the sumptuous folds of the regal mantleaa 
"face like the f ace of a blind beast . Suppose that his imperial 
18 
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sightless t hing, seated upon t he magnificent throne, "let h is 
heavy hand and feet fall, a s if by a mere pulverizing accident, 
on the naked and god-like figures of the young, on men and wo-
men. s uppose that in the background t h ere rose straight i nto 
the air a raw and turgid smoke, as if from some invisible and 
horr i b le sacrifice, and that by one final, fantastic, and tri-
umphal touch t his all-destroying god and king were adorned ith 
the ears of an asa, declaring that he as royal, i mperial, ir-
20 
resistible, and, when all i s said, imbecile"• 
s uppose t hat the man ho had stood bef'ore the convention-
al fi gure of Commerce w1 th her cornucopia. came and stopped in 
front of this image. Would he not say, "This is something which 
in spir it and in essence I have seen before, something hich in 
s pirit and in essence I have s een everywhere. That bloa ted, un-
conscious face, so heavy, so violent, so !eked, so innocent, 
have I not seen it at street corners, in b1111ard-rooms , 1n 
salons and bars, laying down the law about Chartered shares or 
21 
gaping at jokes about women?" Have I not seen those huge 
ruinous limbs moving about t he great cities? Have I not seen 
that turgid smoke ascending fro all the prosperous cities of' 
t he ·or ld? "This is no trifling ith argosies and Greek drap-
ery. This is commerce. This is the home of the god himself. 
22 
Thi s is ·hy men hate him, fear him and endure him." 
2o and 21 Chesterton, G· K. op. cit., p. 50. 
22 
Chesterton, a. K. op. cit., p. 52. 
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This is JlAl, ONJ 
The panel·picyure, Eve Repentant, done by latta in the 
1890's as one of the great Eve Trilogy, reflects in unusual 
fashion the remor.se and sorrow of Eve for her Sin. ~ e turn to 
the painting. 
23 
The picture portrays the "agony of a gigantic omanhood". 
There is no use, any more than in Mammon, od useles.s sym-
bolism. There is, in fact, no other symbol for bodying f orth 
the great soul-shaking experience portrayed than "the powerful 
24 
contortion or the muscular and yet beautiful back". 
Eve leans against a tree in her grief. She tries· to hide 
herself·. In the extremities of her remorse she seems to "melt" 
into oneness with the tree. 
As e look upon the painting we are reminded of assaecio•s 
re arkable and awakening power of emotional expression through 
portrayal of the human body. 1atts, though not always perfect 
in line, understood the power of the mass. Even regret is 
majestic. 
For He Had Great Possessions likewise shows the result ot 
---
man ta weakness and indecision, if not his offensive Sin. 
The picture was painted in the 1890•s perchance, and as 
first exhibited in 1894 
23 Ibid, op. cit. p. 67 
24 Ibid, op. cit. P• 67 
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Here again is an unusual technique. Here again is emotion 
expressed through the position of the figure alone, ...... not 
through the face but through the backl 
\'i atts, hen painting the picture1 said: "Now I am doing a 
man•s back -- little else but his back -- to explain •he went 
away sorrowful for he had great possessions•. Fancy a man turn-
ing his back on Christ rather than give away his goods& They 
say his back looks sorry. I don•t know. It is hat I meant hie 
25 
back to express". 
atts achieved his desire for the symbal speaks. 
There are two other paintings by atts that we would eon-
aider as we pass on to a treatment of his standing as an artist. 
They are commentaries on Life.: §..!! Galah.ad, and Hope. 
Sir Galahad is one of ~atts• most popular representations. 
It portrays "The ltilight of King Arthur's Round Table so 
spotless i n his perfect purity that to his sight was revealed 
the Holy Grail, that mystic chalice which contained the blood 
of Christ, and to him alone was success vouchsafed in ita 
26 
quest." 
1atts presents Sir Galahad as dismounted from his horse, 
and standing in an attitude of devotion, as if ~!ready he had 
caught sight of the heavenly vision. The coloring of the pic-
ture, -- the dusky wooded background, and the auburn-haired 
25 . 
estminater Gazette, arch 29, 1894. 
26 
asters in Art, Newnest Art Library, p. 39 
-------
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knight beside the white horse, -- is strikingly rich. It is the 
ideal of the picture, however , and not the technique, t hat con-
cerned watts. In Sir Galahad, the knight "who knew no fear", 
a tts sought to portray manly strength, uprightness, andfervor, 
and so to give the world t he inspiration of his high thought. 
Hope, the last picture of our consideration here, is per-
haps, next to Sir Galahad, the most familiar and popular o~ 
-
, atts• allegorical paintings. 
once again, in~, watts• symbolism gives us something 
more of the essence of Hope t han we can find readily through a 
consideration of individual eases of hope in life. 
~ seems the expression of despair\ Surely t here have 
never been many more pathetic figures than Hope as ~atts s hows 
her, seated blindfolded, alone, and cast down, in the shadows 
of the ' orld. Yet bending over her lyre she seems to ca tch t he 
far s mall sound of that song for which she yearns. ch e bends 
over her instrument eagerly, expectantly. "She strives", 'Vatta 
27 
says, "to get all the music out of the last remaining string." 
I n t he sky shines a single star, prophetically. 
Hope is a poem. It is " t he t hi ng that explains why man 
28 
survives all things". It is more than a symbol. It is the 
sort or thing atts did when he devoted "The utmost for the 
Hi ghest". 
27 
28 
asters ~ ~~ Newnest Art Library. p. 30 
Chesterton, G. K. op. cit., P• 49. 
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e have said much about ~atts• serious works, but it would 
not be quite fair to him as a student of human nature in all ita 
varied phases if we neglected to mention the lighter apittit in 
which he sometimes worked. 
Even as atts saw to t he heart of the vital problema of 
life, so he penetrated to the heart of human foibles. Two paint-
ings illustrative of atts' work in the l.ighter vein are The 
Habit ~ ~ ~ The . onk, and 00<>4 Luck !£ ~ Fishing. 
In t he former picture Fatts is stil1 the symbolist and t he 
preacher, presenting - by an allegorical f i gure - the common 
.·-.· .. , 
hypocrisies of life, and remi nding us that "appearances are 
deceiving", and that "All that glitters is not gold". The pic-
tur e shows a small child fi gure partly enveloped in a heavy 
monkish cloak, from beneath which on "our" side of t he picture, 
s how t he long feathered wings of a cupid. The child is bending 
in furtive fashion before a closed door. His hand i s r a ised in 
an i mpish gesture of knock.ing . As he looks out at us from the 
canvas e gather all of his plotted trickery in a glancei sure-
ly, this is "a wolf in sheep's clothing"' To t hose who answer 
t he knock ., however, he will seem a beggi ng monk, for t he :far-
t her side of the f1gure is h eavily cloaked. oreover the rascal 
~111 have little difficulty in gaining entry, even though hia 
knock go unanswered, for e notice t hat the latch-string is 
out. 
The second of t he t wo painti ng we have mentioned,-- Good 
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Luck !£ ~ Fishing, -- is one of these "occasional" piecea 
which we can easily imagine the richly human mind of atts con-
cocting to send to a friend, a propos of some marital venturel 
The picture has no deep underlying symbolism, but is very sug-
gestive. The suggestiveness is aided by \!!fat ts' choice of a 
title. The picture shows a chubby cupid kneeling on the edge of 
a cliff, and ~atching with intense interest a slender line he 
has cast into the sea. ~te wonder 1t he will make a catch; we 
hope he will& 
The latter picture is of interest from a technical stand-
point as well. Here we have, once again, that peculiar interest 
• atts displayed 1n the expression of meaning through the draw-
ing of the human back. Her e, as in!!!, Repentant and For ~ ~ 
Great Possessions, the back is the expressi.ve part of the work; 
the face is 1n shadow. 
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IV 
ESTI MATE OF ~ATTS AS A AINTER 
--
Leaving a consideration of V'Jattst allegorical works as 
such, we come to think about ~atts• art as displayed i n hia pi~ 
tures. we are preparing f'or an estimate of' Watts. 
A. As a Colorist 
atts• technique has always been a subject f'or critical 
discussion. 
There are some who dismiss him as a technician, regarding 
him a craftsman of no account. Others esteem his technical abil-
ity more hignly. Mr. Roger Fry has said of atts that "No one 
of our time has known so much of the technical possibilities of 
29 
paint or has mastered more various or more difficult manners." 
"The ease wi th which he handles his pure Venetian colour, the 
monumental dignity of his figures, the grandeur or his style, 
yet withal the simplicity and directness with which he sets 
30 
down briefly and clearly what he has to say", mark atts as 
a technician of merit. 
e consider first atts as a colourist. 
It is the combination of his direct allegory with "fine-
31 
ness on contour and warmth of colour", that give his paintings 
persuasive charm. 
29 and 30 
Underwood, Eric. op. cit. p. 157, 
3 1 
Knight, illiam. op. cit., p. 135. 
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As a colourist it is true he has equals among Nineteenth 
Century artists, but few rival him. Though ~ illais and Burne-
Jones may surpass atts as a colourist, they cannot compare 
with him, for to find the essential nature or atts• colouring 
one must go back to the venetians, -- Tintoretto or Titian. 
atts thought modestly of himself as a colourist. He would 
have admitted yielding to conventional ways, at times, or draw-
ing drapery or tinting flesh or clouds. Yet he was a learner 
always, and even in advanced years, remarked, "I think if I 
32 
live, I shall be a colourlst yet l" 
~atts regretted his failures and lauded the success of 
others. 
At times 7atts approached the landscape colourings of 
Turner, but atts was ever the idealist, and, in painting ideal 
scenes he refined and made delicate his medium to the point of 
33 
giving us "The light that never was on sea or land". 
atts • method of painting was quite extraordinary. 
He had his colours especially ground for him and "kept dry 
34 
in jars ready for use when needed". At the time when he took 
out h is paints, he mixed them as necessary with linseed-oil, 
etc., and then began to lay on his tints. He put them on dry 
and thick, "one alongside of another like mosaic, mingling 
32 and 33 
Knight , ~illiam. op. cit., p. 143. 
34 
.~asters ~ !!:!• Newnes • Art Library, p. 26. 
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t h em at the edges but never putting light or bright colors 
over dark ones, in order that in course of time t he brilliancy 
of the background should show through and his painting acquire 
35 
t he qualities of stained glass". 
He is said to have made no preparatory sketches for his 
pictures, but to have drawn them on the canvas with his brush, 
often using no palette or mahlstick, and -- often -- no model . 
If, as in portrait painting, a model was before him, he en-
deavored not to adhere too closely to the subject as far as 
body study was concerned, lest he lose sight of the spirit of 
his subject. 
As one mi ght judge, atts• drawing and colour were eon-
trolled by his own ideas of the effects produced by art. If' his 
subject as serious, he uaed serious colerings; if his subjects 
36 
were not serious, he used lighter tones. 
He would use no colours mixed with unstable oils, for he 
considered slovenly craftsmanship an affront to high art. 
He cared little that his works should be preserved for his 
own sake. He cared tremendously that they should remain for the 
glory of England. 
Sometimes a.tts • colours startle the eye and distract it. 
sometimes one is remarkably aware of the peculiar effects 
produced by atts • unusual technique. Because .a.tts laid his 
35 
asters in Art, Newnes ' Art Library, p. 26 
3 6 .;.;;....;;...;...;..;....- ·- -
De la Sizeranne, Robert. "English Contemporary Art" in 
tiasters in Art, Newnes• Art Library,p. 34. 
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colours on the canvas in mosaic style, by way of initial out-
line, the edge-drawing of his work was often thick and s ketchy. 
His figure-drawing betrays haste. His fi~es "bend and sway" 
like "great trees blown i.nto strange contact by thw wind. Fig-
ures, gestures, lines, colors, mingle. "There is no knowing 
where all these lines or crude color are going, whence they 
37 
come, hat they mean&" Sometimes his figures take positions 
unlif'elike, -- the torso may bend and twist while the limbe re-
main rigid. The thick application of color sometimes makes the 
bod7-surfaces flat and unpleasing. 
sometimes ~atts• colours are out of harmony. "sometimes 
the violence of one tone diminished that of another, and a 
Venetian harmony is the result, bu t that never lasts long ••• 
Yet you linger, for while ~attsi color distracts the eye, his 
ideas penetrate to the depth of the soul, and slowly arouse 
38 
something that was sleeping there." 
Gilbert K. Chesterton has much to say in regard to , atta 
as a colorist. Shall we turn to him, 
Chesterton apparently did not feel with t r. Robert de la 
s1zeranne that atts• pictures were "great in spite of their 
39 
technique and not because of it." Rather, Chesterton says, 
"There is nothing in the orld t hat ls really so thoroughly 
characteristic or 
37 and 38 
Ibid., 5 35 
39 
Hartley, C. 
atts• technique as the fact that it does al-
Gascoigne. Pictures in ~ !!!! Gallery 
P• 108. 
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most startlingly correspond to the structure of his spiritual 
40 
sense". If IVatts were to create some peculiar picture, Chest-
erton says, of a creature or subject neither human nor animal, 
it ould "still be possible ti gues s something of the painter's 
41 
attitude from the mere colour and li~e." 
"If atts painted an arabesque, it ould be moral; if he 
designed a Turkey carpet, it ould be stoical. s o individual 
is his handling that his very choice and seale of colours be-
42 
tray him." 
vatts had a lively sense of the symbolic and spiri.tual 
h istory of colours. He painted in a spiritually determined pig-
ment. If one were acquainted with colour symbolism as attst 
was sh ould look upon the artist's palette he would see the 
stuff of hieh primitive things are fashioned. In the heaps or 
whi tes, reds, and greens, lying there "like forces in chaos 
43 
before the first day of creation", the observer would see the 
hint of giants and t he sea and cold primeval daWBs" ••• "brown 
44 
earth- men and red earth-women". 
·"' 
There is, too, among Watts• colours, a peculiar simple 
blue, similar to Titian•s, only more opaque and lustrous, more 
suggestive ·Of the north than the south. This blue, also, re-
calls the beginnings of t hings. 
40 and 41 
Chesterton, G· K. op. cit., P• 58 
42,43 and 44 
Ibid., p.59. 
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There are other colours, all of this same primitive nature . 
45 
and all coming, as it were, "from the palette of Creation". 
There is an "elfish" green that threads its w•y through 'i.:" atta' 
46 
paintings like "a green that has a secret." Then there is a 
''tremendous autochthonous red, which was the colour of Adam, 
whose name was Red Earth, It is, if' one may say so, the clay in 
47 
which no one works, except atts and the Eternal Potter," 
fuatever colour we consider, we find dipped in the stuff 
of' eternity, His colours "cannot be adequately described by the 
words we use to describe t he paints upon a palette, His reds 
are rubies; his blue is .lapis lazuli; his whites are pearl set 
in silver; his blacks are the blackness of Erebus or the beau-
tiful darkness of the heavens at night. To look at one of his 
pictures is to be reminded of Dante, as he stands with Virgil 
on the desert shore waiting for the coming of' the Angel, ' What 
is that light, far ott, far off upon the sea, unfolding on 
every s ide I know not what of white?' The white splendours are 
48 
the wings of the Celestial Pilot"• 
There is a further analogy possible in dealing with color 
as emanafing from watts• character, 
. e are reminded of ~ attst stoicism. His fe.arless philoso-
phy and outlook upon life had a large quantity of classic stoic 
spirit, 
45,:0:6 and 47 
Ibid., P• 59. 
48 
Ba.yliss,Sir yke. Five Great Painters of the Victorian 
Era, p. 103. - -
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Being a stole, Watts Wa$• rigidly speaking, to s ome degree 
49 
"a pagan 11 • He had no particular "sympathy with Celtic lnt.en-
sity, with Catholic mysticism, with Romanticism, ·ith all the 
t h ings that deal with the cella of the soul, with a gonies and 
50 
dreams." He was an austere,. devoted idealist in life and art. 
Now between pgganlsm and Christianity at its fullest de-
ve lopment t here is a real distinction which mi ght be found in 
such a phrase as the following :. "Paganism deals always with a 
light shining on thins, Christianity with a light shining 
51 
through them." 
By this very token the colouring of the entire Renaissance 
is opaque, a nd the clouring of Pre-Raphaelitism is transparent. 
52 
"The very sky of Rubens is more solid than the rocks of Giotto~ 
The artist of t h e saintly a ge seemed to be sorry that they 
coul d not make like shine through all things, as it gl eams 
through the little grove in the beautiful Nativity of Bottlcell~ 
"That i s why, again, Christianity. which has been attacked so 
strangely as dull and austere, invented the t h ing h ich is more 
intoxicating t han all the wines of t he world, stained-glass 
53 
windows". 
Now ~atts, although h e was so deeply spiritual, h ad more 
of the Platonic t ype of spirituality, as we have suggested,th an 
t he catholic t ype of mysticism. Is it too much to suppose that 
t he colours a tts used on his canvass may reflect h is stoicism 
49 ,50 , 51,52 and 53 
Ib!.d., P• 60. 
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to some extent? Shall we consider his colours. 
They are mystical surely, but not transparent in the ay 
the colours of Rossetti or Botticelli were. They are, in com-
parison, only "irridescent". There is about atts• ork a cur-
ious lustre or glitter, conveyed chiefly by a singular and in-
54 
dividual brush-work". It is the glitter sugges tive of the 
da n, sugsestive of "the primal sense of wonder; it is the sun 
of the childhood of t he world; it is the light that never was 
on sea or l and; but still 'it is a light shining on thinga,not 
ahin,.ng through them. It is a light which exhibits and does 
honour to this orld, not a light that breaks in upon t his 
55 
world to bring it terror or comfort." The Gothic painters 
would have desired the bodies of the men upon their canvases 
to become like "burning glass", --as those upon their glori-
ous windo s did. "There is no fear of light passing through 
56 
a tts' Cain I" 
If one does not a.ccept the possibility of a kinship be-
t ween the moral and pictorial in the nature of man, such anal-
ogies, Chesterton confesses, would seem far-fetched. If, how-
ever, one follo s modern psychological trends and accepts the 
hypothesis of a likely kinship, one can turn to ~atts as a 
colourist and atts as a man and make some such summary paral-
lel as that hich follows: namely, (1) that in the nature of 
ratts as a man there was a certain almost childish poetry which 
54 
Ibid., P• 60 
55 and 56: Ibid., P• 61. 
found inspiration in the freshness of primal things, and (2) 
a certain very evident classic quality of severe restraint, 
67. 
hich holds the world as it is in clear view, and builds an 
idealistic philosophy out of the truth. In 1 atts• colouring one 
finds, by way of analogy, the same fresh massive primitiveness 
as that in h1ch his spirit ·so delighted, and alao "an opaque 
reflected light, unlike the mediaeval lighting, a strong light 
57 
thrown on this orld as it is." 
Before we leave a consideration of the unusual qualities or 
-atts as a colourist, it might be interesting to notice how 
atts employed his colours, in temperamental fashion, using then 
as he pleased regardless or t he appearance of the model from 
which he might be drawing. 
Chesterton makes interesting coment on atts• use or col-
our in portraiture. He speaks of ··:atts• independent way or dis-
regarding external appearances in order that the spirit might 
be more perfectly revealed. He speaks also of attst way of 
treating the physical characteristics of the sitter so that the 
characteristics a.ppear to be part of t he whole de cora ti ve 
scheme. Speaking of "atta' treatment of the hair in his por-
trait of swineburne, Chesterton says: " e feel that he ( a tts) 
has filled in the fiery orange of Swineburne•s hair as one 
might fill in a gold or copper panel. ~e <:now that he was his-
torically cor rect in making the hair orange, but we cannot get 
5'7 
Ibid., P• 61 
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rid of a haunting f eeling t hat if his scheme had been a little 
58 
different he ould have made it green"& 
Once again Chesterton reveals ,atts• independent manner or 
treating colours. He speaks of the portrait of Rossetti by 
a t t s, i n hich the poet-painter is pictured in a dark green 
coat " h ich perfectly expresses his sumptuous Pre-Raphaelite 
59 
af'f ectation." 7atts has t r eated his portrait, however, in 
such a ay t hat one does not feel t hat "Rossetti has adopted 
the dark green coat to sui t his dark red beard. e rather feel 
t hat i f' anyone had seized Rossetti and forcibl y butt oned h im 
up i n the dark green coat he would have grown t he red beard 
60 
by sheer force of will&" 
So ' atts, in a day hen t h e "modern painter ---" had 
"almos t abandoned rich and llrilllant color" that he ;ni ght 
61 
"harmonize his work •••• with the monotone of the photograph"~-
painted brilliantly and daringly. ·e believe, moreover, he 
painted significantly. 
1f;e would consider him no 
B. !! ~ Symbolic Artist. 
· e have already seen t hat i f we look in atts' orks for 
an allegory of conventionality we are doomed to disappointment. 
f or Watts never resorted to a trite current symbolism. Instead, 
he employed symbols whose verr essence was vltality,-- symbols 
hich were a language as living as words. 
5S, 59 and 60 : Ibid., P• 71 
61: " lodern British Art and the Nation"• 
The Living Age, September 29, 1906. 
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Through this living language atts hoped to breathe into 
his pictures the breath of life, and give expression to essen-
tial truths. e have atched him orking toward these ends. 
Now we come to think of other unique qualities in his sym-
bolism. e ould comment first upon the clarity of his symbols. 
Inasmuch as ~latta aimed to disclose truth through his al-
legories he rought ·ith a clarity and simple directness, and 
ith an ethical intent which in less sincere artista mi ght seem 
offensive. In latta• symbolism the idea is all. As he himself 
said, "I paint ideas, not things;, I paint primarily because I 
have so ething to say, and since t he gift ot eloquent language 
has been denied me, I use painting; my intention is not so much 
to paint pictures which shall please the eye, as to suggest 
great thoughts which shall speak to the imagination and ·to the 
62 
h eart" . 
Eric Underwood, speaking of atts• symbolism, says, " tts • 
allegories constitute the supreme instance of didactic art ••• 
ith him the lesson he has to teach is everything ••• He does 
not allow things to be too actual, for that might distract the 
spectator's thoughts from the lesson. His figures, therefore, 
63 
are not real people, but symbols." 
Although atts• figures were idealized there was nothing 
strained about them. There was,however, a depth of implication 
and aug ation in even his simplest forms, -- as the figure of 
62: Underwood, Eric. op. cit., p. 156. 
63: Ibid 
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Love in Love and Death, --which at first perplexed the "unini-
tiated" much in the same way as the initial reading of some 
poem of Browning might af fect the reader who as unfamiliar 
ith the poet•a works . This peculiar "obscurity of some or his 
pictures to the common eye, ho ever, is due to the tact that 
the artist saw so much to hich the common eye is blind. ost 
64 
of h is symbols are clear as crystals". 
Besides being essential, ·vital, and direct, atts• symbols 
were always universal. 'atts never spoke in small ways . Even as 
his sympathies extended to include all classes or people, --
as his revealing portraitures shows, -- so did his significant 
meanings come to expression in a universal language. He paint-
ed ith the people in mind, and "dealt •••• with the fundamen-
65 
tal verities" that all might understand his message . His was 
an epistle "to all the Churches", and concerned "the deep 
things of our humanity and the mysteries that underlie our com-
66 
mon life." 
For the same reason that V atts t symbolism was universal 
it as "perrennial", speaking to all people of all Ages . 
atts believed in a hi~ "priesthood of art" whose rune-, 
tion ·as to minister indiscriminately and endlessly. He said, 
"It is not ror the moment t hat the artist orks. In eommon ith 
all ho enrich the world his work ~ill come to be regarded for 
wha t it is, not ith reference to the period of ita production. 
84:Kriight, illiam, op. cit., p. 134 
65 and 66: Knight, illiam. op. cit., p. 138 
'71. 
T~·o t h ousand years hence. whether a picture was painted in the 
sixteenth century and in Italy, or in the nineteenth in England, 
will not matter. It will be the common pnoperty to all who cere 
67 
for art". 1th this truth in mind. atts insisted on univer-
sal symbols, rejecting all symbols that were temporary or top-
leal. 
If he had introduced into his pictures such symbols aa the 
cross, the hand or eye of God, the Dove of the Spirit, or the 
Lamb of the sacrifice men mi ght have deciphered the convention-
al code with easy eye. Instead v.atts wrote with Spirit and his 
messag e demanded spiritual reading. 
wat ts, then as a symbolist used a vital language, rich in 
suggestive meanings. clear a.nd simple in its direct didactiam. 
He used a universal and perrennial language, speaking in it to 
all men everywhere, and revealing to all men the truths o't 
Life as he saw them. 
Regardless of the objections of an Age which disliked a 
didactic art, watts kept right on preaching, fearlessly and 
·. 
eloquently, true to his ideal of the mission of art to human-
ity. "The 1ndiff.erence shown for many years by the general 
public toward his allegorical form of' art never embittered his 
spirit nor caused him to s werve from his high purpose of rais-
i ng the art of his country to the lofty level of her history 
68 
and literature"• 
67: watts, U. s. George Frederick ~atts, Vol. 1. p.40 
68: l.acMillan, Hugh,. op. cit., 
72. 
He was the most modest of men, always self-effacing, yet 
al ays ready and eager to serve his Nation i 'n any way he could. 
"To the National Gallery of British Art, atts presented more 
69 
than twenty of the finest of his allegorical subjects", t hus 
making it the "common property" of all who cared. 
68 and 59 
acMillan, Hugh, op. cit. 
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v 
\ ATTS ' PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE 
--
Let us now try to draw together the separate t hreads of 
our analysis into that pattern of thought and idealism which 
constituted the life philosophy of George Frederick atts. 
The age in which he lived and wrought, we saw, as one 
of dilettantism in art, skepticism in morals, and general pes-
simism. Life seemed in the main to be futile and meaningless, 
ending for most people in the gloom of the grave. Contemp.la-
tion of the glories of Greece a.nd the grandeur of Rome served 
but to accentuate the poverty of the present. 
Against all this atts lifted himself in heroic living and 
in heroic painting. His themes are Time, Death, JUdg~~ent, Suff~ 
ing, Joy, Hope, Ambition, Avarice, Laughter, . ischief, Retribu-
tion, and above all Beauty. These are the co1llnon constituents 
of common humanity. ath them man succeeds or dies. In that 
realm of spiritual experiences he ill find his soul, refining 
it, beating it into eternal beauty, or lose it in despair and 
ugliness and death. 
Time for atts is young, not old. e grow old if we know 
not the eternal youthfulnes .s of Life. 
Life, for atta, is not an Epicurean way; it is not the 
surface smile of a dilettante: it i s a strenuous climb over 
r ocks and boulders and hostile areas. Avarice, False Ambition, 
is chief, suff ering, Pain, all .seek to i mpair and destroy Life. 
74. 
But Love walks with her. Together they climb t he steep ascent. 
Life is not physically strong, but with Love is spiritually 
invincible. 
"Not to the strong is the battle, 
Not to t he s 1ift is the race, 
But to the true and the faithful • • • • • " 
Life and Death follow each other in ordered course, and in 
partnership with Love triamphover wrong in the victory of Faith 
and Right. 
Life is a Unity, as Nature is a Unity; "and if Unity, then 
Government; and if Government, then Wisdom; and if isdom, then 
70 
Love" • 
. In the face of Good and Evil, · ·e hear atts speaking forth 
in the ords of Robert Browning, with true optimism, 
"God's in His heaven --
All's right with the world&" 
71 
"Life and Love and Death are one at their source", and in 
t he unity of their purpose. 
"Death is no more an evil than is Li.fe. He who sendsone 
sends the other. He who gives one gives the other. " Gives --
72 
t hat is the point. It is not a taking away." 
70 and 71 
Bayliss, Sir yke. 
72 
Ibid., P• 100 
Five Great Painters of the 
Vl'C'forian Era, p. lOT:-
75. 
To so heroic and faithful a man and an artist as George 
Frederick 'atts, Sir yke Bayliss, Pre.sident of the Roya l Soci-
ety of British Artists, offered the following sonnet in I'IOrthy 
73 
tribute: 
' "The world is vexed with an evil cry --
A co ard cry -- f it for an idle throng: 
Halla s we know was sweet, and Rome was strong J 
.e can but live a litt le while and die; 
See how the darknes s creeps across our s kyl 
we live not i n the age of Art or song; 
e think -- but are not sure -- t hat wrong is wrong : 
0 painter of' Love and .Life, make thou reply& 
No puling pessimist reaches the highest height; 
Heaven suffereth violence and is taken by f orce; 
Life and Death .follow each other in ordered course, 
4ov1ng together ith Love to the triumph of right: 
For Life and Love and Death are one at t heir source 
As colour is one when blended in perfect light." 
e turn once more to the "painter of Love and Life". 
e see him standing as 1t were in front of h is easel, where, 
1n the gloom of a careless day, his right hand has taught him 
terrible thi ngs. 
73 
Bayliss, Sir yke. op. cit. p. 88. 
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